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How to donate using the Manage 

Requests feature 
 

Using Manage Requests cuts donation processing time in half. This 

guide will walk you through the steps needed to bring a donation 

request to fulfillment with this feature. 

I.   Navigating to the first screening.  

1. Ensure you are in the In-Kind Giving tab 

2. Enter the Dashboard and navigate to the table within. 

 

 
 

 

II.   Quick approve and decline. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Choose the form you would like to process. 

2. View the request and decide whether to make the initial approval or 

decline. Any organization you approve will be moved to the next step 

of the process, while any that have been declined will be 

automatically sent a declination letter.  
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3. When finished with the initial screening, click “Process Request(s)“ 

to save all changes and send any necessary emails. 
 

III.   Under Donations Process, select ”Manage Requests 

(beta)”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. Final review and donation 

1. Select the type of request this form will be and under status choose 

“In Progress”. Click search when you are finished filtering down. 

Note: You can also filter down by date (i.e. show requests in a current month) or by specific 

organization. 

 

2. Click                    on the desired item to bring up the Quick Review 

popup. 

I. 
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3. If you wish to accept, click “Approve”, choose an approval letter, 

select the item and quantity you would like to donate, decide the 

shipping method, and click one of the following: 

a. Save | Save current request and close the quick review popup. 

b. Save and Go to Next Request | Save current information and 

automatically go to next quick review request. The information 

you previously entered will be copied onto the next item. 

c. Save and Copy to all Requests on Page | The current letter 

and item will be selected for all filtered requests on the page. 

 

 

 

4. When your final reviews are complete, click ”Process request(s)” to 

save all responses and send out any necessary letters. 

 


